
e have all met them. Whether
at the gunshop, hunting
expo or around the campfire,
someone who claims that they

or their best mate's second cousin once
pulled offsome amazingly long-range shot.
"Yeah, hit a pig in the butt of the ear and
you won't believe it, it was at least half a

kilometre away, no less...offhand, and on
the run!" We've all nodded in acknowledge-
ment and amazement, hoping this story-
teller would move on. And as they do so,
we chuckle to ourselves unspoken doubts
of their intellect and parentage.

Now, don't get me !!Tong; I too thor-
oughly enjoy a pleasant afternoon knocking
off distant rabbits. Then there are occasions
when I know that I'm just not going to
manoeuwe much closer than 400 to 500m
to a particularly challenging stock killer in
open country or deer against the edge of
a thickly covered hill, for which there is
no other lega1 access than through a clear
paddock. But, and it's a big'but', how far is
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too far to contemplate such challenges?
Let's consider some of the issues

involved in making any decision. These
days, technology- provides us with some
amazing tools that hunters and shooters a

couple of decades ago couldn't even dream
of. Laser rangefinders are affordable and
commonly used, plus there are telescopic
sights available today that will not only
laser-measure the range, but also calculate
the drop and adjust the point of aim auto-
matically. \bt, as amazing as this technology
is, it has its limitations.

Most modern firearms and cartridges
are surprisingly similar in trajectory over
200m. Wth a suitably high 25 to 38mm
point of impact at 100m in any sensible
and effective calibre, there is little enough
variance to enable a well-placed shot on
a medium-sized game animal with most
choices of firearm or ammunition. Inside
200m, only a good rifle, a midrange scope
and consistent ammunition are all that is
reqrlired. This is a sensible, practical limit

for general hunting.
Beyond 200m, the gap begins to widen.

Largely, this is where differences in bullet
shape and velocity, among other issues,
become progressively more important.
From 200m to roughly 500m, we start to
become more dependent on technology
advancements to enable humanely precise
first-shot placement. Gravity really begins
to flex its muscles here and a miscalculation
of distance by just a few metres can exag-
gerate error considerably.

At these distances, a rangefinder and a
trajectory table are a sensible minimum
requirement, and there is certainly nothing
wrong with using a laser scope for this'
application as an alternative. Any hunting
bullet used that is closely aligned with
one of the preprogrammed trajectory
flight paths will give satisfactory results
on medium-sized game, but may not be of
sufficient accuracy to hit a rabbit. ln the
medium game application out to 500m,
firearm, optical a-nd ammunition selection
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become much more important and need to
be considered carefully. But it is still gener-
ally affordable to most.

In the world beyond 500m, things
begin to change dramaticalll,. Factors we
could previously ignore can no longer be
dismissed. Remember the objective is
a humane flrst-round hit. There are no
'sighter' options on game as there are on a
range. At these distances, factors such as
temperature and air pressure, the bullet's
g1'roscopic stability (Sg), ballistic coefficient
GC) and terminal performance become
absolutely critical.

As we move further out to the extremes,
even the earth's rotation (Corialis effect)
needs to be taken into account. Then
there's the issue of wind and other air
current calculations. At extreme stretches,
al1 these things can't just be estimated;
they have to be calculated precisely and it
is impossible to do the maths in your head.
A pocket computer is a minimum addition
to the previous equipment checklist, along
with a suitable ballistics program, weather
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monitoring equipment, altimeter and GPS
or compass. Significant homework, which
can onl-v be done by the shooter with their
own equipment, is also a requirement, to
have the capacity to enter all the required
data necessary for quality results.

It is most important to keep in mind
that as distances increase, particularly in
the 500m-p1us zone, the margin for error
increases expoirentially,. Quality equipment,
supplies, training and practice are more
than helpful. It is here that we begin to run
into additional challenges.

If the objective is to place a humane
first-round hit on a game animal, then we
need to be able to consistently strike equiv-
alent-sized inanimate targets in practice
at various ranges, out to our self,imposed
maximum, under a wide range of condi-
tions. This is imperative before we attempt
such shots v".hen out hunting.

The flrst issue is the availability of suit-
able humane, terminally effective bullets. A
distance of 450 to 500m appears to be the
tipping point where different bullet designs
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are required fcrr effective per{ormance. The
problem for bullet n-rakers is that for a bullet
to fly 2ggx.r1a1, ot er such huge distances,
its length has to be matched to the barrel's
twist rate to achieve a speciflc Sg. It also
has to be reasonably aerodynamically effi-
cient in flight. Unlbrtunatel-v, this situation
brings about opposing ideals; to be efficient
in long-haul flight requires a bullet to have a

small meplat (bullet tip), among other aero-
dynamic design attributes.

This situation is exactly the opposite
required for predictable bullet expansion.
High BC projectiles tend to resist expan-
sion. particularly at lou,er impact velocities.
The truth is that most game bullets simply
don't expand at all at terminal velocities
belorv 1600fps. Those that do, are most
unlikelv to be effective long-range bullets.
The higher a bullet's BC, the higher
the velocit_r required to make the bullet
expand. Few high BC (or very low drag or
VLD stvie) 'hunting bullets' expand reli-
ably at velocities much less than 2000fps.
It is exrremeil'difficult to find any bullet
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(available to civilians) that will reliabll
expind sufficientlv for a humane ches! shot
on medium game bevond 700m.

Past this range, humane and terminally
eft'ective hunting performance is iargely
dependent on dropping the projectiie into
the brain. While this is certainly achievable,
only the tiniest fraction of those who claim
such skills are capable of doing so, lirst
time, ever-v tirle, under field conditions.

It is also an inescapable fact that at 700m.
it takes almost a lull second for a high BC
buliet starting out at 3000fps to arrive. An
animal can move far enough in that time
lo increase the possibilit_y of wounding and
700m is a long way to rccover such a situ-
ation. The obvious conservatism required
often reduces, rather than increases
hunting opportunitl,.

'fhe second obstacle to long-range
hunting is cost. The price of high-qualit-v
pt-ecisicrn equipment increases rapidly v,ith
the demand lbr the ultimate in performance
and there's ilo point complaining about it:
just as there's no point in tr,ving to shoot

First-class equipmert,
lrqining, personql
skill ond discipline ore
poromounl.

a goat in the head at 1000m with a basic
hunting riflc, scope or factor5'arnrnunition.

A F'errari is dearer than a Commodore
and the reasons should not have to be
erplained. So it is r,vith quaiity rifles and
optics. Add to this the ancillarl equipmenr
and preparatory Ioad and data development
and things begin to add up. It is nothing for
such an investment to hit the $10,000 mark.
Those trul-v serious in lhis pursuit think
nothing of spending tr.ice that and more, by
tl're time all the training and travel costs ai-e

included.
'I'his is indced thc n(,xt major j55ug -

training. Fbr those with the resources,
qualit-v- equipment can be purchased easily
enough. However, if a rifle shooter rvants
to be elibctive in this arena. formal training
is not just cost-eft'ective; it is highll,
beneficial and a feasible way of coming to
telms with the necessar-v equipment and
petsonai requirements of this most chai-
lenging pulsuit. It requires a gleat deal of
time and ettbrt and this just simpl-v can't
happen overnight. Some ofthe best courses

avaiiable in this area are provided b1,

Precision Shooting (www.precisionshooting.
com.au). but only a fery courses are avail-
abie each ]'ear around the country and the
queue is long.

The last telling aspect for consideration
is practice. No-or-re plays A-grade anything
without maintaining match fitness. Herein
lies the rub; the number of ranges that will
allorv ttre use of larger, specialty long-range
rifle cartridges is limited, as is the number
of ranges with 1000m-plus facilities. How
lar the nearest suitable range facility is,
wili significantlv influence horv often you
ri ill get lhere and horv much practice is
achievable.

While the passion for precision required
fur long-r-ange hunting (whatever that
means to anv indir-idual) can be rewarding,
it should be clear bi"now that when hunting
ranges extend significantly bevond the
500m mark, sttbstatttial persoual commit-
ment and discipline is required. It's not for
evervone and certainl-v needs to be consid-
ered realisticalh: a
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